NOTIFICATION

Sub: Engagement of retired officers from Central Government as Consultants (one) in the Central Institute of Indian Languages (Ministry of Education, Government of India), Manasagangotri, Mysore reg.

***

Applications are invited from retired officers who worked not less than as Under Secretary level from Government of India for engaging as Consultants (one) on contractual basis for a period of one year (likely to be extended). The consolidated fee to be paid to the Consultant is Rs.50,000/- per month, who will also be allowed to draw separately any pension sanctioned to them and to retain any other form of retirement benefit. The proforma of application and Terms of Reference for engagement of Consultant are given in the CIIL website www.ciil.org. The last date of submission of application is January 16, 2021.

(Narayan Kumar Choudhary)
Asst. Director (Admn.) i/c